1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Photoacoustic tomography is an emerging non-invasive hybrid light and ultrasound imaging technique. Illuminating an object with uniform short-pulse laser light leads to thermoelastic expansion at sites of optical absorption. Generated photoacoustic ultrasound waves can be measured using an ultrasound transducer and then reconstructed based on the straightness of the ultrasound wave. Light can provide a functional, metabolic, and molecular contrast signal. However, the ultrasound transducer cannot determine the source of the generated photoacoustic signal, due to diffusion of light in the object. Consequently, ultrasound transducers must be placed in multiple locations around the object to avoid omission of image information. In many practical implementations, ultrasound transducers are placed over an aperture that does not enclose the object, and the result is the limited-view problem [@bib0005]. To avoid this problem, arc-shaped and bowl-shaped transducers are employed instead of the generally used 1D ultrasound transducers [@bib0010], [@bib0015]. With ultrasound imaging, the transmitted ultrasound does not have functional interaction with the object; however, with a beam-forming technique, a complex set of control pulses emitted from 1D ultrasound transducers can form arc-shaped sound waves, resulting in a high-quality image.

Several techniques have been proposed to localize the area emitting the photoacoustic signal. The first technique is based on localized vibration tagging at the absorption areas. Induced by the acoustic radiation force in a focused ultrasonic beam, signals of interest can be distinguished by tagging the photoacoustic signal at the origin using localized tissue vibration [@bib0020]. This technique can eliminate the clutter signal; however, it is necessary to scan all image areas with a high-energy ARF beam and to acquire photoacoustic signals sequentially.

The second technique is to control the scattering light by combining optical phase conjugation and ultrasound tagging. Ultrasound is used to define a target modulation location, and a phase conjugating mirror (PCM) is used to return time-reversing tagging light to the ultrasound modulation location. Analog [@bib0025] and digital [@bib0030], [@bib0035] approaches have been used to create a PCM. With the analog approach, photorefractive crystals are used to record the phase hologram and replay the time-reversing light holographically. Although these crystals have high sensitivity for recording phase holograms, the readout light has higher gain than the recording light and erases the photorefractive holograms. With the digital approach, an interference fringe is captured using a digital camera, and the phase hologram is calculated. The phase holograms are subsequently projected onto the spatial light modulator (SLM), and the readout light replays the time-reversing light. These principles are highly elegant, but the system requires accurate alignment [@bib0040] and repeated iterative focusing to achieve high gain [@bib0045]. Because focusing enhancement is greatly restricted by the size of the focusing area, it is unsuitable for the illumination used for tomography.

The third technique is optical wavefront shaping [@bib0050], [@bib0055]. Using a feedback photoacoustic signal from the target location related to light energy, incident light is optimized using a wavefront control device with an iterative optimization algorithm [@bib0060].

Another important technique involves using the photoacoustic transmission matrix (PA-TM). This approach uses the transmission matrix to detect, localize, and selectively focus light on light-absorbing targets through diffusive samples for a photoacoustic system with a single transducer [@bib0065], and is based on the coherence of the laser light. However, acquiring the photoacoustic signal observed as a point light source causes a local photoacoustic effect, and the emitted photoacoustic signal can be detected by a 1D transducer as a point spread propagated wave [@bib0070]. This technique eliminates reconstruction artefacts. By combining these two techniques, it is possible to derive the PA-TM using a 1D transducer [@bib0075].

In this study, we focus on the singular value following derivation of the PA-TM and propose a technique for visualization of the light response distribution and suppression of the reconstruction artefact under a limited-view measurement system. This enables determination of both the presence of light absorbers and the degree of control of the localized light quantity with high contrast by compressing the artefact.

2. Theory {#sec0010}
=========

2.1. Photoacoustic transmission matrix {#sec0015}
--------------------------------------

As laser light enters a scatterer, each of the wavefronts (i = 1, 2, ..., n) is scattered inside the scatterer and then emitted from its surfaces (j = 1, 2, ..., m) in a random-phase state ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}(a)). Therefore, if the phase state of the light at each location is uniform, the state of the light at the emitting surface can be expressed as $\left| t_{ij} \right|e^{\phi_{ij}}$, which includes a random phase component. In such conditions, observing the surface using a camera reveals a speckle of light particles, which means that light interference occurs at each surface. The light can be modulated if it is possible to modulate the phase of the incident light and cause interference, and to calculate the transmission matrix that expresses the light's response. For coherent light, speckle intensity can be adjusted by modulating the phase at the incident surface. Light can be focused by setting the light source in such a manner that light rays passing through the observed surface are in phase ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}(b)). It is also possible to create dark spaces using peripheral brightness.Fig. 1Transmission matrix focusing through a scattering sample.(a) Each incident light is scattered in the scattering sample, with each scattered light having a phase state different from that of the incident light state. The transmission matrix, the phase response of light, is simultaneously measured by either changing the whole area of each input light phase or encoding the illumination pattern and phase.(b) Optical wavefront shaping of the incident wave enables focusing light through the scattering sample with periodic phase matching by modulated incident light phase using the reverse phase of the transmission matrix.Fig. 1

In general, light loses its straightness after travelling a scattering distance longer than the mean free path; for example, it is impossible to observe the phase status inside a living substance, the scatterer, using a camera that captures light intensity. However, if light-absorbing substances are present in the scatterer, a photoacoustic phenomenon is induced by the change in energy associated with light absorption, and it is possible to detect a photoacoustic wave signal, which is proportional to the energy of the absorbed light. Moreover, various reconstruction methods have been proposed based on the transmission time and straightness of an ultrasound signal, which enables identification of the location of the light-absorbing substance. Therefore, it is possible to calculate the response matrix for the light at the light-absorbing substance by modulating the phase of the incident light. We used a light response rate corresponding to a singular value of the response matrix at each position of the light-absorbing substance, and attempted to visualize the light-absorbing substances inside a scatterer.

Furthermore, the photoacoustic wave generated by light irradiation in each pattern is measured using the coherence status of the light; thus, the irradiation has a speckled pattern. Therefore, the photoacoustic wave has essentially an N-type waveform and forms a composite wavefront along its shape. With this irradiation method, the photoacoustic wave is formed from speckle points and propagates [@bib0070], [@bib0075]. Therefore, it is possible to detect signals without the limited-view problem that arises with measurement using a photoacoustic 1D array transducer. In the actual measurement system, however, complete reconstruction is not possible, due to restrictions in aperture and bandwidth arising from the finite diameter of the transducer, and image artefacts are generated during the reconstruction. In the phase measurement, the offset is cancelled and the information is extracted from the phase response, which is not hampered by the artefacts.

2.2. Measurement of the PA-TM eigenvalue {#sec0020}
----------------------------------------

We used the Hadamard matrix to modulate the phase of each input wavefront ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}(a)). The Hadamard matrix is a square matrix composed of −1 and 1, with π or 0 as the phase. To observe the output status, we used the periphery of the phase-modulating device as the reference phase plane, since interference measurements were taken to obtain the response to the input phase. Letting $\left| O \right|e^{\Phi o}$ be the scattered light to be modulated, the interference light with the reference light $\left| R \right|e^{\Phi R}$ can be expressed as$$\begin{array}{l}
{I = \left| {R + O} \right|^{2} = \left| R \right|^{2} + \left| O \right|^{2} + R^{*}O + RO^{*}} \\
{= \left| R \right|^{2} + \left| O \right|^{2} + 2Re(R^{*}O)} \\
{= \left| R \right|^{2} + \left| O \right|^{2} + 2\left| R \right|\left| O \right|\cos\left( {\phi + \delta\theta} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$Fig. 2Photoacoustic transmission matrix (PA-TM) through a scattering sample.(a) Procedure for measuring the PA-TM: The incident light is modulated using a light modulation unit (e.g., SLM), and photoacoustic signals from the light-absorption targets are recorded by the transducers. The phase response of the light is simultaneously measured through photoacoustic signals by encoding the illumination pattern. The intensity modulation that reflects the phase response for each signal source is measured by reconstructing the photoacoustic signals detected for the illumination.(b) The four phases for each Hadamard pattern (N = 8) are generated from the Hadamard matrix.Each pattern is displayed on the SLM to shape the illuminating wavefront. The resulting photoacoustic signals are measured using a transducer, and the corresponding photoacoustic image is reconstructed for each phase step. The PA-TM is retrieved from this four-phase modulation for each image pixel area. The PA-TM is calculated from the 64 input Hadamard pattern response. The PA-TM is decomposed by singular values to obtain singular value vectors. The singular value photoacoustic image is calculated using the sum of the diagonal components of L (diagonal matrix), which is aligned to the image pixel.(c) The phase response for light is expressed only where the light-absorbing body is present. Thus, the presence of the light-absorbing body can be identified by displaying the singular value image. The blue area (\[PA-TM\]~i~), where there are light absorbers, has the response of the modulating light (L ~i~). This area enables enhancement or weakening of signals using light modulation. In contrast, the yellow area (\[PA-TM\]~j~), which has no light absorbers, demonstrates no response of the modulating light (L ~j~).Fig. 2

Here, the response phase can be calculated using the phase-shift method by measuring *δθ* four times (0, π/2, π, and 3π/2) ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} (b)).$$\Phi_{o} = \text{arctan}\left( \frac{I_{3\pi/2} - I_{\pi/2}}{I_{0} - I_{\pi}} \right)$$$$\left| O \right| = \sqrt{\frac{\left( {I_{0} - I_{\pi}} \right)^{2} + \left( {I_{3\pi/2} - I_{\pi/2}} \right)^{2}}{4}}$$

The PA-TM is then calculated from the 64 input Hadamard pattern responses for each image pixel area (***x***~***n***~, ***y***~***m***~), where ***i*** is the imaginary unit and **H** is the complex Hadamard matrix.

The response matrix (PA-TM) reconstructed with all Hadamard patterns is transformed into inputs for each modulation area by basis transformation as needed, and a PA-TM for each input phase of the smallest component unit of the Hadamard pattern is formed in each pixel. **H**\* is the Hermitian transpose of the complex Hadamard matrix.$$\begin{matrix}
{PA - TM_{{({x_{n},y_{m}})}\mathbf{measured}} = \mathbf{\mathrm{H}}*PA - TM_{{({x_{n},y_{m}})}\mathbf{SLM} - \mathbf{Hadamardinputbasis}}} \\
{= \begin{bmatrix}
{\left| O \right|_{1{({xn,ym})}}e^{\Phi_{o}{}_{1{({xn,ym})}}i}} & \cdots & {\left| O \right|_{57{({xn,ym})}}e^{\Phi_{o}{}_{57{({xn,ym})}}i}} \\
 \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
{\left| O \right|_{8{({xn,ym})}}e^{\Phi_{o}{}_{8{({xn,ym})}}i}} & \ldots & {\left| O \right|_{64{({xn,ym})}}e^{\Phi_{o}{}_{64{({xn,ym})}}i}} \\
\end{bmatrix}} \\
\end{matrix}$$$$PA - TM_{{({x_{n},y_{m}})}\mathbf{SLM} - \mathbf{{pixel}\,\,\,\,{input}\,\,\,\,{basis}}} = \mathbf{\mathrm{H}}^{*}*PA - TM_{{({x_{n},y_{m}})}\mathbf{measured}}$$

It is then possible to decompose the phase-response matrix of each pixel into *ULV*^*T*^ (U, V: orthonormal matrix, L: diagonal matrix) using singular value decomposition, and to calculate the singular value, which is the diagonal component of L.$$PA - TM_{({x_{n},y_{m}})} = U_{({xn,ym})}L_{({xn,ym})}V_{({xn,ym})}^{T}$$

Here, the singular value is the response sensitivity for each light modulation area. It is possible to visualize the light-absorbing substance by displaying the response sensitivity for each pixel and displaying the presence/absence of the light response ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}(c)).

Once the PA-TM is calculated (5), the appropriate phase set for creating focus points is calculated sequentially [@bib0100]. Letting *O*^*focus*^ be the focusing point pattern, the input pattern *I*^*focus*^ can be expressed as$$I^{focus} = PA - TM \dagger *O^{focus}/\left| {PA - TM \dagger *O^{focus}} \right|$$where † is the conjugate transpose. The phase is then calculated from the phase angle of *I*^*focus*^.

3. Simulation analysis {#sec0025}
======================

[Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}(a) illustrates the simulation system setup. Acoustic simulations were performed in two-dimensional (2D) space using a k-Wave toolbox [@bib0080]. In a simulation space with 1 μm pitch, we placed 200 μm transducers with bandwidths of 2 to 8 MHz in a 128-element 1D arrangement. As illustrated in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}(b), the light-absorbing body was a doughnut-shaped object with a 10 mm diameter, and its center was placed 15 mm from the transducers (at a depth of 15 mm). The irradiating light exhibited a speckled pattern in the scatterer and was generated based on random phase data [@bib0085]. The speckled pattern *S*^*speckle*^ can be expressed as$$S^{speckle} = IFFT\left( {FFT\left( {h\left( s \right)*e^{\text{j}\psi}} \right)} \right)$$where $h\left( s \right)$ is the coherent transfer function, *ψ* is the added respective phase the initial input laser and the partitioned Hadamard patterns. Then the irradiating light forms a speckled pattern. We conducted an acoustic propagation simulation in which the reference light was shifted by four phases (π/2 interval), and different irradiation patterns reached the absorption body. We then reconstructed an image for 16 × 16 patterns × 4 phases based on acoustic propagation ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}(c)). The obtained response matrix gives a 16 × 16 transmission matrix for each reconstructed pixel. [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}(e) indicates the singular value image for each pixel. For comparison, [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}(d) presents the reconstructed image from acoustic propagation with normal, uniform illumination. For simulation with normal light, many signal components do not reach the transducers, giving rise to artefacts. In contrast, no artefacts are found in the singular value image, because signals that normally do not propagate are detected due to the response from the speckles. In particular, artefact areas are composed of the superposition of other multiple phase responses; consequently, no response corresponding to the singular value at that area can be obtained.Fig. 3Simulation results of a ring absorber illuminated with 16 × 16 Hadamard modulated light.(a) Schematic of the simulation setting. Modulated scattering light was illuminated from the vertical side of an imaged plane. (b) Original absorption distribution. (c) Image reconstruction using conventional uniform illumination. (d) A plurality of illumination patterns encoded based on a Hadamard matrix. (e) Singular value image calculated using the transmission matrix of each pixel.Fig. 3

4. Experiment analysis {#sec0030}
======================

4.1. Materials and methods {#sec0035}
--------------------------

[Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}(a) illustrates the experimental setup. A Ti:sapphire nanosecond pulse laser (LT-2111, LOTIS TII) pumped using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (LS-2137, LOTIS TII, 10 Hz pulse repetition frequency (PRF), 15 ns pulse width, 7 mm coherence length, and 20 mJ pulse energy at a wavelength of 800 nm) was used for the light source. Light fluctuation was monitored using a power meter (LabMAX-TO, coherent) and compensated for the detected photoacoustic signal caused by the light fluctuation.Fig. 4Experiment results of a wire phantom illuminated with 8 × 8 Hadamard modulated light.(a) System schematic. The signal acquisition system used a commercial ultrasound system and a 1D ultrasound probe. (b) Average photoacoustic-computed tomography image from all modulated raw signal data. (c) Singular value image calculated using each PA-TM. (d) Scatter plot and linear approximation of the relationship between the normalized image signal intensity resulting from increased photoacoustic signal intensity and the normalized singular value found at each point.Fig. 4

Phase modulation was performed using a phase-only SLM (X10468-02, 800 × 600 pixels, Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.). The SLM was connected to a PC via the DVI-D port. A laser beam was focused onto a ground glass diffuser (\#240, Sigmakoki), and speckle illumination reached the gelatine phantom including the light-absorbing substance to generate a photoacoustic wave.

The photoacoustic image was detected using a general ultrasound imaging system (Aixplorer, Supersonic Imagine) with a 192-element linear array (SL15-4; bandwidth 4 to 15 MHz). Data was detected iteratively, and the photoacoustic image was used to calculate the transmission matrix and singular value using a PC running MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc.).

A delay generator (DG645, Stanford Research) was used as the master clock for the system. The delay generator sent triggers to the Q-switched laser and power meter systems.

The phantom consisted of 2% agar injected into a 500 μm-diameter carbon wire in the middle of the phantom (20 mm thick). Polymethylmethacrylate fine particle (Techpolymer, MBX-40, Sekisui Plastics Co., Ltd.) of 3% was used for the ultrasonic waver scatterer.

4.2. Acquisition procedure {#sec0040}
--------------------------

The shaped laser beam was used to irradiate an SLM that was split into 8 × 8 phase-controlled block segments (1 block segment = 60 × 60 pixels), each with a 0 or π phase Hadamard matrix pattern, and the rest of the pixels were used for the reference phase area for the four-phase (0, π/2, π, and 3π/2) shift. Sixty-four patterns of Hadamard matrix illumination were then displayed on the SLM for each of the four reference phases. The total measurement time was 25.6 s. The ultrasound system sequentially detected the photoacoustic signals emitted from the light-absorption target.

After all signals were obtained, a photoacoustic image was reconstructed using the universal back projection algorithm [@bib0090] with a pixel space of 0.2 mm. Next, 64 patterns of the Hadamard matrix phase response were calculated using the four-phase shift. A singular value image was then calculated using the PA-TM.

4.3. Experiment results {#sec0045}
-----------------------

We analysed the experiment results obtained from a phantom and prepared a light source with a modulated scattering status and illuminated the phantom from the side ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}(a)). The knotted rubber wire in the gelatine absorbs light and propagates photoacoustic waves, which are detected by an ultrasound probe located on the top of the phantom. [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}(b) presents the image obtained from integrating the sequence data, and [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}(c) presents the singular value image. This singular value image depicts the linear shape of the vertical component from the transducers, which is normally difficult to extract. In the integrated image, the noise components are scattered on a background image other than the light-absorbing body, while such components are not present in the singular value image. This is likely because the random noise component is cancelled in the phase calculation. Therefore, this method verifies the validity of this measurement in environments with a low signal-to-noise ratio.

For the location identified as the light-absorbing body, we constructed a target-specific focusing function that imparts a higher light intensity to pixels in that location than in other regions, and derived the phase map from the PA-TM. [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}(d) plots the reconstructed increased intensity and the singular value at each point obtained. Despite the apparent dispersion, it confirms that the singular value image represents the light-phase response in the plane.

5. Discussion {#sec0050}
=============

Our method solved two problems in 1D probe measurement systems. First, it regulated the omission of image components under limited view by treating light as speckles. Second, the reconstruction artefacts in the non-signal region were regulated, and the SNR was improved by calculating the response for each reconstruction pixel region. In contrast, J Gateau et al. [@bib0070], [@bib0075] proposed the Gini mean difference image technique to receive the photoacoustic wave, using the speckled illumination as the point spread propagated wave to overcome limited view. The demonstration experiment results for the Gini mean difference image and singular value image are compared ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}). This measurement uses the agar phantom with ultrasonic scattering materials that located two wires almost in parallel ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}(a)). The Gini mean difference image from all modulated raw signal data for the PA-TM is presented in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}(b). A foggy noise is confirmed behind the wires. In contrast, for the singular value image in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}(c), the foggy noise is substantially unobserved at the wires. Comparison of the two methods indicates few differences in the imaging of the light absorbers. However, a key advantage of the singular value image is that scattering artefacts are almost never observed. The scattering artefact is generated by the photoacoustic signal of the light absorbers, via acoustic backscattering at echogenic structures inside the living body (e.g., the muscle layer or fatty layer). These scattering artefacts, where there is no light absorber, are made of the many scattering photoacoustic signals from the many light absorbers, and do not give a sharp image because of the lack of consideration of changing the time of flight after scattering in image reconstruction. In this case, the Gini mean image has some values because the reconstructed image made of the scattering photoacoustic signal itself is measured. However, PA-TM singular value relatively shows a low value because the mismatch of each phases from the signals of the other points in comparison with the point consisting of the single phase response of the corresponding light absorber. Thus, a singular value image having a high contrast between the presence and absence of light absorbers is available.Fig. 5Comparative experiment results for the Gini mean difference image and the singular value image.(a) Photograph of a phantom at the location of the imaging plane. Two wires are arranged almost in parallel inside an agar phantom including ultrasonic scattering materials. The image-forming region is a dashed line area. (b) Gini mean difference image from all modulated raw signal data. (c) Singular value image calculated using each PA-TM.Fig. 5

In this study, we used the Hadamard matrix to measure the phase response of the light. This matrix can quickly transform the signal for the entire visualization region into the response. The simultaneous modulation of measurement space data contributes to shorter measurement times. Although the measurement time is sufficiently shorter than that for point-wise data measurement [@bib0095], it is necessary to complete the measurements in less than the correlation time in light when applying this method to dynamic objects such as living bodies [@bib0105]. The current time is restricted by the laser PRF. It is possible to speed up the process by changing to a high PRF laser and replacing the SLM with a magneto-optic SLM or a digital micromirror device [@bib0110].

The central frequency band of the photoacoustic signal changes in proportion to speckle size when the speckle is smaller than the light-absorbing body. Therefore, a probe should be designed to detect signals corresponding to the small speckle of light generated in the light scatterer. If the measured object is as small as the speckle (e.g., blood vessels), probes that can detect corresponding high frequencies are needed. This is presumably the reason for the derivation of a small singular value for the vertical components of the probe ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}(c)) and indicates the need for optimizing the system to correspond with the target configuration. Although it is difficult to correctly ascertain the speckle size in the scatterer of the phantom, since the lateral direction is emphasized, it is presumed that the current speckle size is 300 μm or more, slightly larger than the diameter of the wire. In order to observe with equal intensity as in the simulation in both the longitudinal and lateral directions, it is preferable that the speckle size is equal to or less than the diameter of the wire. Furthermore, it is preferable to use a probe at the center frequency of 5 MHz corresponding to the bandwidth generated from a blood vessel of 300 μm in order to clearly depict a blood vessel image like this wire diameter. Nonetheless, this system provides a quantitative representation of the light response ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}(d)) and thereby enables more effective clarification within the derived region than other systems. Forming the light-energy distribution in the desired region and shape after PA-TM derivation, as described above, this TM method demonstrated greater efficacy in intensity enhancement than methods that observe phase difference by scanning the signal point-by-point [@bib0095]. Using the time of flight from the desired region, this system could compensate the dispersion of the speed of sound in the reconstruction process in an in vivo or ex vivo environment, which merits further research. However, there is no current data on the sensitivity of this system with respect to biometric measurement, and we would like to make it a future task.

Meanwhile, when the speckle number for light related to modulation within the observed object (light-absorbing body) increases, it is more difficult to observe modulation in the target region (image pixel size), as with time-reversed ultrasonically encoded optical focusing [@bib0045], [@bib0115]. However, the purpose of the transmission matrix in this method is not to focus the light. Therefore, it can be applied for signals from deeper regions in the sense that it can be used to visualize light-absorbing bodies even in the minute modulation region with no focus effect.

Another point is that speckle uses the behaviour of coherent light. However, coherence is lost in deeper regions, and measurement using this method is difficult. Despite these future challenges, the use of lasers with high coherence is essential to ensure coherence. Possible solutions to the increased number of speckles include a method that uses nonlinearity based on photoacoustic measurement principles to decrease the density of photoacoustic signals generated during measurement [@bib0120]. With any method, measurement with a high SNR for deeper parts is possible by combining the merits of this measurement method in high-scattering regions and the focusing of light using the PA-TM. A breakthrough in photoacoustic measurement is expected by adding roles such as light enhancement, locality of space, and correction of lost signals to the conventional role of light, which is the propagation of energy.
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